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About us
Rob Mills Architecture & Interiors (RMA) is a globally recognised practice
with a commitment to excellence and a strong track record in delivering
award-winning projects that often exceed expectation.
The success of our approach is underpinned by RMA’s empathy with
clients and belief that every residence the practice designs is unique, and
client specific, while offering an exceptional quality of life.
RMA understands that creative executions need to balance brief and
budget and that communication is central to a smooth process where
informed decisions drive intelligent outcomes. This is a partnership based
on trust and developed through on-going dialogue to create a residence
that stands the test of time.
RMA specialise in residential architecture and interior design, from
contemporary inner-city residences to grand country estates, heritage
restorations and world-class beach houses, all of which are globally
recognised.
As a practice, RMA is unique in its holistic offering, with architecture,
interior design, styling and project management under one roof. Simply
put, with RMA, you receive the experience of the entire studio. This
complete offering makes a real difference in creating a finished home and
superior living experience.
My team and I will be overseeing every part of the process from first
sketch to final handover.
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RMA believe that great skill, integrity and respect for relationships is the
foundation of the partnership with our clients. That is why we have a
number of clients who have undertaken multiple consecutive projects
with us.
Our longstanding experience has enabled us to create a cost-management
system that, when combined with our detailed documentation, gives you
the rare opportunity to enter a fixed-price contract with the best builder.
RMA’s industry relationships from heritage and planning experts to
craftspeople, have been nurtured and refined over time and reflect the
quality of work produced. RMA have established world-class processes
built on the cornerstones of cost, quality and timeliness that are unique to
Rob Mills Architecture & Interiors.
Discover more and view our films here
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What we value
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A healthy building
Wellness, a healthy building, with spaces designed to be truly liveable
is a clear goal of the practice. Here are some of the fundamental beliefs
we value which result in a house that is a pleasure to live in.

TO FEEL SHELTERED
Screening from summer sun (as well as wind and rain) prevents rays
hitting the glass and warming the air within. Well-considered orientation
ensures protection and generate a sense of security.

WARM IN WINTER
It is a pleasure to live in a warm building in winter heated via hydronic
heating as opposed heated air.

COOL IN SUMMER
Buildings that have thermal mass, exceptional insulation and where the
windows are sheltered from the sun all increase a sense of wellbeing.

CROSS VENTILATION
To live with fresh air is an essential ingredient to feeling vital and
alive. Fresh air helps us sleep, gives us energy when awake and is
acknowledged as vital to family health.
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“While space denotes luxury not all spaces are created equal
and quality of space is defined by how it makes you feel
and how it functions, as much as by its square metres.”

Space and sound
SPACE
Spatial planning at RMA is as unique as their clients but they have one
thing in common — they are about circulation within the space — with no
dead ends. The fluidity of movement and the interaction between rooms,
whether formal or casual, is a continuum.
Great quality of life comes when the architectural emphasis is balanced
between the exterior and the interior. The building structure acts as an
envelope to the interior space but both need to be considered holistically
and executed as one vision.

SOUND
The way in which a building is constructed defines its ability to insulate
from unwanted noise. Slabs of concrete, windows that are doubleglazed, strategically placed masonry walls and quality insulation all
contribute to the creation of an interior world that owns its rhythm.
Whether the setting is coastal, urban or rural a building can change your
acoustic experience. Shelter is balanced with sounds of nature, such as
the crashing of waves at Ocean House, or suburban noise is eliminated
as in Armadale, Melbourne where the night time sounds are of the wind
in the treetops.
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“There is an increasing global focus on an old and elemental
aspect of architecture — that buildings are designed with
thermal comfort and well-being in mind, that they embrace
fresh air, are warm in winter and cool in summer.”

Air and light
AIR
By combining sound architectural principles of orientation and crossventilation with today’s sophisticated technologies, a healthy home
equates with a successful and liveable home. Rob Mills tunes into the
advice of his grandfather, which at its heart states a fundamental truth,
‘Architects’ design spaces for people’.
Experts on the architecture of wellness point to the quality of air indoors
as a crucial factor in personal well-being. RMA is acutely aware of the
need for buildings that are porous and airy and can be opened to the
elements.

LIGHT
A residence that harnesses the natural circadian cycle in the most
sensitive way allows the building to respond to the movement of the sun
from rising to setting. Clever orientation should protect from intense
summer sun but embrace it in winter, while creating a place to have a
morning coffee in sunlight and a cool drink at dusk.
The lighting plan for a house interior and exterior cannot be
underestimated. Light for ambiance and mood, light to work under, light
to add drama to objects and art and highlight a façade, light to lead the
way. A seamless combination of lighting types, often from concealed or
discrete sources, maximises functionality and beauty.
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“The harnessing of natural light, and the management
of artificial light, is one of the key attributes of good
design because of the vitality it brings to a building and
the sense of well-being it imparts daily.”

Unlocking the value of your land
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Unlocking the value of your land
RMA can help you understand the possibilities and the opportunity
which a great site provides. The practice does this by undertaking a
preliminary site analysis which can include establishing planning scheme
requirements, preparing a building envelope, obtaining a property report
and creating concept plans.
RMA are experienced with the complexity of land titles and conversant
with the local planning and regulatory environments. Creating concept
plans is detailed and almost scientific work, but through our design
process, we can take the land and unlock its potential by exploring the
possibilities and overcoming any constraints.
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Making confident decisions
Providing you with our preliminary site analysis prior to sale will equip
you with the knowledge and the assurance you need to move forward with
your property purchase. You are informed through this experience which
can be powerful and reassuring. Receiving the information post sale is
also valuable as it can inform your direction for the project.
RMA are happy to invest the time in providing you with this information as
its delivers excellent client service which will ultimately help you achieve
great living in properties sold by you.
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Who we are
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Rob Mills
Founder and Creative Director
As the founder of RMA and with over 30 years’ experience in architecture
and interior design, Rob has established an enviable client list and
portfolio. In that time, Rob has built an extraordinary team of designers and
established a strong consultant team that understands and complements
the RMA brand.
Rob continually searches for the inspiration that sparks the innovation of
Rob Mills’ designs. His search includes regular European travel to source
innovative materials and products with which to craft new designs.
Working in a boutique architecture and interior design firm, allows
Rob to directly mentor his team members which serves to maintain the
consistency and integrity of the designs produced by RMA.
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Operations & Architecture
CHAMINDRI HAPPAWANA
Design Director

JAY MCSHEFFERY
Head of Architecture

Responsible for overseeing the design and
planning of all architectural and interior projects
within RMA Chamindri brings her wealth of
experience to the practice. She has a Masters
in Architecture from Deakin University and
subsequently spent many years running her
own projects and gaining valuable knowledge
of client engagement and efficient management.

Jay has been with RMA for the past 14 years and
has been instrumental to maintaining the worldclass standards for which we are respected.
Working closely with Rob, Jay ensures our
project documentation reflects our design intent.

Having joined RMA in 2017, she finds she is
able to express her inherent aesthetic which
tends towards the materiality of Tadao Ando,
the leanness of Mies van der Rohe and the
incorporation of greenery into buildings as
pioneered by Sri Lankan architect Geoffrey
Bawa.

With over 20 years’ experience, Jay is a cornerstone of RMA. He is trusted and respected
without exception by our clients and is one of
the essential ‘keepers’ of the RMA brand.
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Interiors
JESS COOLICAN
Interior Director
Highly respected within the industry, Jess’
combination of instinctive and intelligent design
is second to none. Jess leads our Interior
Design Team, sharing the belief of Rob Mills,
that the success of any project rests upon a deep
appreciation of the lifestyle and the needs of
each client.
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Awards
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Awards highlights
2020 - 2021
THE AMERICAN MASTERPRIZE
Winner, Residential Architecture (Great Ocean
Road Residence)
ASIA PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL PROPERTY
AWARDS
Winner
Best Residential Development - Fawkner House

Interior Design (Armadale Residence)
Honourable Mention, Commercial Interior
Design (One Hot Yoga Sydney,
One Hot Pilates Melbourne)
WORLD INTERIORS NEWS AWARDS
Winner, Residential Interiors
(Armadale Residence)
WORLD ARCHITECTURE NEWS AWARDS
Finalist, Practice of the Year 2017

AUSTRALIAN INTERIOR DESIGN AWARD
Finalist
Residential - Great Ocean Road Residence

DRIVENXDESIGN AWARDS –
NEW YORK & SAN FRANCISCO
Gold, (Armadale Residence)

2019

DRIVENXDESIGN AWARDS – LONDON
Gold, Website and Film

WORLD ARCHITECTURE FESTIVAL
Finalaist, Future Project (Byron Bay)
SUB ZERO WOLF AWARDS
Finalaist, (Armadale Residence)
2018
RAIA AWARDS
Finalaist, Interior Architecture
(Armadale Residence)
2017
THE AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE PRIZE
Winner, Firm of the Year Award in
Residential Interior Design
Honourable Mention, Architectural &

2016
WORLD INTERIORS NEWS AWARDS
Winner, Interiors Practice of the Year
2014
WORLD INTERIORS NEWS AWARDS
Finalist, Leisure and Entertainment Venues
(One Hot Yoga, Sydney)
BELLE COCO REPUBLIC
INTERIOR DESIGN AWARDS
Finalist, Commercial Interior Space
(One Hot Yoga)
INTERNATIONAL DESIGN &
ARCHITECTURE AWARDS

Finalist, Asia Pacific Residential & Interior
Decoration (Brighton Residence)
2013
A+ ARCHITIZER AWARDS
Finalist, Residential Interiors (Sorrento House)
2012
AUSTRALIAN INTERIOR DESIGN AWARDS
Winner, Best of State Residential Design
(Sorrento House)
2011
INTERNATIONAL DESIGN AWARDS
Silver Residential Award (Sorrento House)
2010
AUSTRALIAN INTERIOR DESIGN AWARDS
Shortlisted, Residential Design
(Verdant & Toorak Residence)
2009
BELLE GEORG JENSEN AWARDS
Shortlisted, House of The Year
(Verdant House)
2008
AUSTRALIAN INTERIOR DESIGN AWARDS
Winner, Residential Design (Ross Street)
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Next steps
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Request a meeting
We appreciate you considering RMA as architects and interior designers
for your project.
We have tried to provide as much information as we can in this format but
there is nothing like a face-to-face conversation, so please get in touch
if you would like to discuss any aspect of our services in further detail.
Please contact Melissa Dal Pozzo to set up an appointment
Email. mel@robmills.com.au
Phone. +61 3 9525 2406
Yours faithfully,
ROB MILLS

On behalf of Robert Mills Architect Pty Ltd
ACN 069 299 430
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